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Learn to prepare and respond to risks to ensure optimal supply chain 
performance.

Supply chain risk is increasing globally as supply chains expand to all corners of the 
earth. Supply chain resilience is increasingly a competitive differentiator to gain 
and keep business. 

This course connects supply chain fundamentals with the increasing trend of 
global volatility, uncertainty, complexity and risk, and provides knowledge and 
tools to guide participants through understanding the choices available to their 
organisations to manage supply chain risk and enhance the resiliency required for 
long-term sustainability. 

The course reviews supply chain management fundamentals, including supply 
chain risk and resiliency best practices, industry trends and their impact on 
profitability, the identification of supply chain risks, the financial implications of 
supply chain disruptions, and the importance of supply chain cyber security. 

Level 1 of this course is offered in partnership with Edukazi and the Supply Chain 
Risk Management Consortium on HELP Logistics online learning platform. 
Interested participants can complete level 2 and 3 of this course series on the 
Edukazi platform.

OVERVIEW

Supply Chain Risk and 
Resilience in Healthcare

www.help-logistics.org
For more information, email us at: 
learning-help@kuehne-foundation.org



•   Self-paced video lectures

•   Self-assessment quizzes

•   Case studies 

METHODS

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

We provide training opportunities free of charge 
in the humanitarian sector. Contact us to discuss 
sponsorship options.

FEES

•   Module 1: Supply chain management fundamentals.

•   Module 2: Global supply chain trends and role of 
volatility.

•   Module 3: Impacts of uncertainty, complexity, risks.

•   Module 4: Supply chain risks and risks 
identifications.

COURSE OUTLINE

"Hundreds of learners have taken the supply chain risk 
and resilience course over the years and testify to the 
value of risk and resilience practices in their workplaces. 
Our mantra is: If you are better prepared for and more 
responsive to a risk event then your ability to operate 
your supply chain at optimal performance levels and 
achieve the desired impact is assured."

GREG SCHLEGEL

Course author

REVIEWS

Supply chain professionals, medical logisticians, 
learners, and other staff who work in risk 
management, finance, information management, 
manufacturing, and operations.

TARGET AUDIENCE

•   Gain an appreciation for basic elements of supply chain 
management.

•   Understand the reasons for good supply chain risk and 
resiliency best practices.

•   Learn the financial implications of supply chain 
disruptions.

•   Identify supply chain trends and their impact on 
profitability and resiliency. 

•   Understand the impact of global volatility on supply 
chain operational performance.

For more information, email us at: 
learning-help@kuehne-foundation.org
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